
“Because we work with students, of 
which each of them has their own 

talents and commitment, we will work 
with a meet & greet / speed date 
concept to match you with the 

students. Because we work for free, we 
cannot guarantee a given outcome, but 

we have learned that “the more 
engaged you are, with students and the 

community alike, the more value you 
will be able to create” 

Got what it takes? 
You might be the one we need! 

‘’The blockchain Minor is the 
very first minor on KOIOS, but 

many more educational content 
and network connections will 

follow in rapid pace’’ 

The upcoming blockchain minor starts on the 2nd of September 2019 and will be taught on a 
brand new learning infrastructure called KOIOS. Originated and currently still situated in de 

Haagse Hogeschool (THUAS), KOIOS aims to combine the best properties of the physical as 
well as the digital learning environment. We hold social learning & learning on the job in very 
high regards and this is why we will use new digital technologies and new educational forms to 
connect the “quadruple helix”, enabling open collaboration between students, researchers, field 

experts and practitioners from the field. 

Possible roles you can play? 

1. Host guest lectures
2. Co-host events
3. Assignment provider
4. Internship provider
5. Professional work tool provider
6. Track owner
7. Consortium partner
8. Strategic partner
9. (Side) Job provider

What do we offer? 

- Direct access to new talent
- Instant access to a national and

international network that connects
students, lecturers, researchers,
entrepreneurs, government bodies, field
specialists, other universities and most
importantly: those with a passion for
your cause.

- Engagement with a multi-disciplinary
team of “minor” students, often in their
senior part of their educational program,
and with a decent understanding of the
diverse array of blockchain
fundamentals.

- Instant and open access to classes, as
well as the educational content.

- Open access to network events &
seminars

- Access to our relationship managers
with vast networks, enabling you to
connect with others based on your own
activities and preferences. Will be based
upon a personal meet & greet with a
relationship manager.

- A spot on the KOIOS platform where
you can introduce your problem in a 45
second pitch (our camera team will
record you on our get together on
August the 19th).

- All for free



 

 

1. Host guest lectures

Anyone can sign up to give a guest lecture. Our 
team discusses, in consultation with you, whether 

the content fits within the curricula and whether 
your story and activities add enough value for 

students. Guest lectures are like “mini-events”: 
open for public (unless preferred otherwise) and 
offered @ meetup.com and KOIOS communities. 

2. Co-host events

By the end of the first blockchain minor (Feb 2020), we 
will host a big event (aim: 2000+ persons). We also 

host medium events of max. 500 persons and smaller 
events (100+) or less. We can also offer our main 

spaces, often freely if open for students, to host your 
own meet-ups. 

3. Assignment provider

Here you provide a problem for four students to work on, for 10 or 20 weeks, 140 respectively 280 
hours per student. To successfully complete your job as assignment giver: students must have 
access to employees and required material (intensity, of course, depending on the assignment 

type). You can arrange contact and locations with the students, we suggest to discuss this freely 
with students. Please take into account that if the complexity of the assignment increases, it is often 

desirable to increase the degree of supervision in order to ensure that the students do not "get 
bogged down". We will also monitor the execution of the assignment and, if possible, make 

adjustments in between. Experience has shown that the success of assignments increases as the 
involvement of management increases as well as the level of the assignment shows the right 

amount of complexity (to discuss together) . 

4. Internship provider

This is the same as guiding regular interns, only now 
you will guide students that completed their 

blockchain minor and that you will probably got to 
know personally during the blockchain minor. The 

same framework applies as an assignment provider: 
just be available when the student really needs you. 

5. Professional Work Tool provider

This used to be the old final thesis trajectory, but with 
minor adjustments that a student can now also 

graduate on professional work tools 
(“beroepsproducten”). This can still be a thesis, but 
also the more applied practical variants like building 

dashboards or applications etc. are allowed. 

6. Track owner

A track owner is just like the assignment giver, only 
now the assignment covers multiple years as well as 
multiple disciplines. These tracks often tend to solve 
the bigger societal problems. If you become a track 

owner we will need to cover your story and convert in 
a story line that we can inspire students and other 

members of the KOIOS community alike. 

7. Consortium Partner

Often combined with being a track owner is being a 
consortium partner. This means that we will join our 
strengths and will tackle your problem together with 

multiple partners from our joined networks. This 
often results in funded public-private partnerships 

that aim to tackle a societal problem. 

8. Strategic Partner

If you or the entity you present aim to create a better 
world through education or connecting people, 

chances are that our goals are aligned. Based on 
each other’s properties we often tend to look for 

synergy. Either officially announced with LOI’s etc. or 
unofficially, the status depends on your preference. 

9. (Side) Job provider

If you have found the talents you were looking for, 
don’t hesitate and feel free to offer them a parttime 

job.  

Although currently mostly empty, you can find a sne a k preview and a bit more information 
on www.koios.online 

Interested? Just let us know 


